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Abstract
Crowdsourcing—asking an undefined group of external contributors to work on
tasks—allows organizations to tap into the expertise of people around the world.
Crowdsourcing is known to increase innovation and loyalty to brands, but many
organizations struggle to leverage its potential, as our research shows. Most often
this is because organizations fail to properly plan for all the different stages of crowd
engagement. In this paper, we use several examples to explain these challenges and
offer advice for how organizations can overcome them.
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Introduction
We have studied the crowdsourcing of knowledge—defined as inviting an undefined
group of external contributors to work on tasks—for several years. When used to its
full potential, crowdsourcing provides access to knowledge beyond an organization’s
local base and can help organizations generate and select ideas (Afuah and Tucci 2012;
Jeppesen and Lakhani 2010; Dahlander and Piezunka 2014; Felin et al. 2017; West and
Bogers 2014). It does so by tapping into the expertise of externals—people these organizations might never have heard of before and would not know how to reach otherwise.
Take the case of the Canadian mining company GoldCorp. Its mines seemed to have
run dry, and its CEO decided to pursue a novel path in the form of crowdsourcing. In
the process, he reshaped the company’s approach to discovery. “Traditionally, mining
companies have worried about how strong your back is, not how big your brain is. We
wanted to do something that no one in the industry had done, to tap into the intellectual
capital of the world”, the CEO said (Taylor and LaBarre 2006). They started a crowdsourcing initiative asking external contributors where to drill, and the crowd detected
new ways of finding gold previously unknown to GoldCorp. The end result was a skyrocketing share price and the additional discovery of a different kind of gold—previously
unknown talent that was subsequently hired.
While anecdotal cases like GoldCorp illustrate the potential of crowdsourcing, our
research has shown that a large and often silent majority of organizations trying to
engage in crowdsourcing often fail (Dahlander and Piezunka 2014). The crowdsourcing platform Quirky raised US$185 million in venture capital and went bust in 2015.
Despite initial interest, many of their crowdsourced products had limited appeal. BP
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experienced similar disappointment in the wake of the DeepWater Horizon accident,
when the company reached out to the crowd for ideas about how to tackle with the
catastrophe in the Mexican gulf. More than 100,000 ideas were submitted and evaluated by more than 100 experts, and yet no “silver bullet technology” was discovered,
as one of BP’s engineers told The Guardian.
Organizations often fail to crowdsource successfully because crowds differ in how
they are organized compared to traditional sourcing (Afuah and Tucci 2012; Felin
et al. 2017; Ghezzi et al. 2018; Jeppesen and Lakhani 2010; Puranam et al. 2014).
Instead of managing employees or suppliers, organizations work with external contributors who self-select into the process. Crowds must be managed in a different way
in order to fully tap into the potential of crowdsourcing.
Research in the last decade has identified some of the key challenges that managers
face when implementing crowdsourcing, and how these challenges can be overcome.
Early research on crowdsourcing documented its potential value and how it worked
(Afuah and Tucci 2012; Jeppesen and Lakhani 2010), and more recent research has
started to think about its challenges and trade-offs, and how they can be managed
(Lifschitz-Assaf 2018; Piezunka and Dahlander 2015, 2019; Winsor et al. 2019).
Knowing how to master these challenges has become particularly crucial as insights
from crowdsourcing have begun to inform other forms of sourcing (Su, Levina, and
Ross, 2016). Although it is difficult to estimate the exact number of companies that
are or have used crowdsourcing, recent industry reports suggest that it is growing.

Overview of our research methods
Our findings stem from a larger research program on crowdsourcing that we have
worked on over a decade focusing on the challenges organizations face when they
engage in crowdsourcing. The following articles build on two main streams:
First, an extensive literature review on crowdsourcing where we developed a conceptual model of the major steps of crowdsourcing (Dahlander et al. 2019). We
reviewed the academic literature published in the top management journals in this
process.
Second, multiple empirical examinations where we have worked in collaboration with
a company that supports organizations in their crowdsourcing by providing a software
tools that allows them to gather and manage suggestions. The organizations use this
software to collect ideas from and communicate with contributors. The software is also
used to select which ideas to implement. We have studied these crowdsourcing initiatives and their contributions and discussions to get a contextual understanding, visited
and interviewed managers at the company, and analyzed the whole dataset for what
kinds of ideas get selected, rejected and ignored (see Dahlander and Piezunka 2014; Piezunka and Dahlander 2015, 2019). What is worth noting is that as we have deepened the
collaboration with the company providing the data. We have expanded the dataset and
improved methods in developing this research stream. Our papers explain the methods
more carefully and the number of observations used. We structure this piece around
four key challenges that we have identified via our own work, the associated academic
literature, and our findings from working directly with managers.
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Organizational design problems of crowdsourcing
Problem 1: managing crowds involves multiple steps

A problem we observed repeatedly is that companies want to use crowds to get ideas,
but they fail to organize for crowdsourcing. A key challenge is that it involves various
decisions with complex interdependencies. We have summarized the process into four
main steps: (1) define the task to be completed; (2) broadcast to a pool of potential contributors; (3) attract a crowd of contributors; and (4) select among the input received.
Think of the interdependencies between these stages. If you define the task too
broadly, then it has significant implications for the types of people who engage, the size
of the crowd, and the challenge of sifting through the submitted ideas. This makes a simple task suddenly tricky, because interdependent decisions cannot be made in isolation
(Levinthal 1997; Puranam et al. 2012; Rivkin and Siggelkow 2003).
A key challenge beyond interdependence is irreversibility. Once the crowdsourcing
initiative is configured and has been broadcasted, it is very difficult to adjust, as external
contributors start engaging on building the current configuration. Thus, when an organization decides to configure one aspect of their crowdsourcing initiative in a particular way and afterward realizes that doing so requires another aspect, it may be unable
to adjust. This challenge of irreversibility is exemplified by the experience of the Natural Environment Research Council, which in March 2016 announced a plan to tap into
the crowd for a name for their next polar vessel. The task was poorly designed from the
beginning: previous suggestions were visible to the contributors, leading to a herding
effect, which eventually led to the jokingly number one nominated suggestion “Boaty
McBoatface”. Once the media—traditional and social—got hold of it, it was difficult to
withdraw.
An implication for organizational design is to outline the different steps in the process
and to outline interdependencies between the steps. This sounds like commonsense,
but many organizations fail to appreciate the downstream implications of, for instance,
vaguely defining the problem. Thompson’s (1967) classical notion of reciprocal interdependence can be used to illustrate this. Reciprocal interdependence is more complicated
than sequential interdependence where the output of one unit becomes the input of
another, as it is cyclical. A similar form of reciprocal interdependence occurs in crowdsourcing, with the added difficulty that resolving the coordination through information
sharing and mutual adjustments is harder when the involved parties transcend a single
organization. From this follows that organizations could outline the process carefully
when initiating crowdsourcing, and consider possible interdependencies to avoid future
coordination problems.

Problem 2: building a crowd

Our research has used data from thousands of different organizations to document the
challenge inherent in building a crowd (Dahlander and Piezunka 2014). Rather than
seeking to develop innovations, these organizations turned to crowdsourcing merely to
articulate concerns and ideas. We found that it is difficult to build a crowd even when
there are low participation barriers. For each successful crowdsourcing initiative such as
Dell IdeaStorm or Starbucks ideas, there are plenty of cases where an organization never
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manages to build a crowd. Some 90% of organizations in our sample collect less than one
idea per month. In other words, success stories can be deceiving. Focusing exclusively on
initiatives that reach a certain stage can lead to partial or erroneous conclusions about
the lack of challenges in crowdsourcing, as well as about why some organizations manage to build a crowd while others fail.
Our research points to strategies that can be used to increase the odds of building
a crowd. One reason for sharing suggestions is to get feedback from peers and firms
(Jeppesen and Frederiksen 2006; Bogers et al. 2010). In our research, feedback was given
publicly with more or less specified feedback. Our work shows crowds are more likely
to grow when companies use proactive attention (the extent to which the organization
push the direction by posting own suggestions) and reactive attention (whether ideas
posted receive feedback from the company (Dahlander and Piezunka 2014). In other
words, receiving feedback from organizations increases the likelihood of those organizations building a crowd. In addition, the effect is larger when an organization is active
in the beginning in the formative phase of the crowd. This is because it is important to
weave in newcomers and get them attached to the crowd. Unfortunately, this stands in
contrast to what many organizations do: they are only willing to invest their time and
attention if the crowd has reached a more critical threshold. Our findings also suggest
that organizations are well served by giving feedback to newcomers who show up the
first time rather than people who are already well-integrated. Companies often neglect
newcomers, as they are more concerned about their core members. This is unfortunate
as it is a missed opportunity to grow the crowd.
Problem 3: distant search, narrow attention

An oft-cited advantage of crowdsourcing is the ability to get ideas from people who are
previously not known to the organization (Afuah and Tucci 2012). If leveraged to its
full potential, it can create an opportunity to get distant ideas. Managers report this as
the primary reason to engage in crowdsourcing in the first place. Using a subset of the
dataset (as explained earlier) of organizations that used crowdsourcing to collect ideas,
we found that organizations, when choosing among the ideas that contributors submitted, often stick to what they know. They tend to choose ideas that seem familiar. We
labeled this the distant search, narrow attention phenomenon in our research (Piezunka
and Dahlander 2015). This is in line with previous research that suggests people often
claim they appreciate novel ideas yet shy away when presented with them (Mueller et al.
2011; Boudreau et al. 2016). Novel ideas are often associated with greater uncertainty,
and managers often dismiss ideas that would disrupt their area of responsibility (Sethi
et al. 2012).
We also found that the tendency to pick the familiar over the distant idea increases
when organizations have many ideas to choose from. In other words, organizations that
generate more ideas, eventually select ideas that are more familiar. This finding may
seem paradoxical. It indeed runs counter to people’s intuition about creative processes.
People often strive to generate as many ideas as possible in order to be creative and to
find distant ideas, but our research suggests that the very attempt to do so may undermine the initial intent. While research on brainstorming has found a linkage between
the number generated of ideas to the innovativeness of the best idea (Girotra et al. 2010),
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our research underscores the need to focus on the innovativeness of the best-selected
idea.
These findings raise a number of organizational design challenges for how to organize internally to avoid these issues. If the internal evaluators get tired when evaluating
a lot of ideas and are thus more likely to miss novel ideas due to fatigue, then scaling
internal capability by assigning more people to the job would help. This does require
organizations to commit more resources—something they are often not willing to do.
Also, organizations can work harder to nudge people to contribute fewer ideas yet aim
for higher average idea quality. If an organization cares about strong outcomes, such as
the next big innovation, then this would come at the cost of missing ideas that do not fit
into the status quo.
One interesting observation is that organizations tend to prioritize contributions
from the crowd by more sophisticated methods than simply number of likes, votes, or
comments. Some organizations, for example, have experimented with using Elo comparisons to prioritize the order in which ideas should be implemented. These comparisons, named for their founder Arpad Elo, use a concept similar to chess: a good player
who beats another good player gets a higher seat in the rankings as opposed to playing
against someone who is lower in the ranks. Similarly, an idea that outruns a previously
popular idea rises to the top more quickly (Füller et al. 2009). Recent research also points
to the potential role that artificial intelligence may play in sifting through a pool of ideas
and selecting the most promising ones (Christensen et al. 2017).
A key insight of this work is that crowdsourcing is different from the wisdom of
crowds (Surowiecki 2005; Csaszar 2018; Becker et al. 2019). In the wisdom of crowds,
having more participants is beneficial as they all provide standardized input, which can
be aggregated. One can take the average of people’s guesses. In contrast, in the case of
crowdsourcing, every single contribution may require attention. Therefore, companies
must be careful about how many ideas to source. Instead of simply scaling idea sourcing, organizations should seek contributors that provide them with novel, challenging
ideas. Interestingly, even recent research on the wisdom of crowds (Piezunka et al. 2020)
points out that once the question of what organizations can learn becomes the center
focus, size can be harmful and organizations need to find ways to integrate contrarian
voices.
Problem 4: crowd involvement increases accountability

Our research illustrates that companies receive more ideas than they can actually use.
With many ideas not being selected, the company then needs to think about ways to
provide feedback to increase engagement and encourage people to improve. This is a
way to build a tie with the contributor beyond the first idea. We found that in the vast
majority of cases—88%—organizations do not provide any type of feedback, positive
or negative, to individual contributors. This is unfortunate as even contributors who
receive an explicit rejection are more likely to come up with a second idea, and are even
more likely to have it accepted. In other words, by receiving negative feedback with the
rejection, the contributors learn what the organization wants (Piezunka and Dahlander
2019). If rejections help contributors, then it begs the question, what can organizations
do to scale up rejections from what is usually a low number? Scholars in other fields have
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also noted that rejections make people stronger as they learn from the experience and
improve over time (Wang et al. 2019). They use a regression discontinuity (they explore
differences around a threshold for winning a grant with those just above and below), and
find that those who are rejected improve more over time.
Our research takes it a step further by analyzing the content of the rejection. This is
important as all rejections are not created equal. Our research suggests that the idea
of “echoing” content is less effective than matching the contributor’s style. For instance,
if the contributor has an informal idea, it makes sense for the organization to respond
informally. Recent research on organizational culture shows that employees succeed in
organizations when they are a good cultural fit (Srivastava et al. 2018), and our research
suggests that it is also the role of organization to customize their feedback to give the
employee the feeling that (s)he is a good cultural fit. More research is needed along these
lines to provide solid recommendations for managers about how to design feedback
processes.
We lack empirical answers to many open questions about what organizations can do
to help crowd members to come up with new, better ideas that are more aligned with the
strategy of the firm. Nevertheless, we have stumbled upon some other approaches used
by companies. For instance, companies are increasingly using AI to provide feedback to
prevent crowds being left unattended. In other words, when the selection burden is too
great and there are too many ideas to reject, a company can turn to an AI algorithm to
provide negative feedback. This, however, can backfire and be interpreted as insincere
for not devoting real people to providing feedback. In such a case, “online ostracism”
meaning of ignoring others may be desirable.
We also observe that companies use crowds as a “second filter”, as the crowd not only
generates ideas, but also evaluates and filters ideas. Organizations should, however, do
so with caution; the organization must stay heavily involved in the evaluation and filtering process—the entire process cannot be outsourced. Consider the case of LEGO Ideas.
LEGO invites people around the world to come up with new ideas for LEGO building
sets. Ideas are shared with others and the crowd votes on their favorites and provides
comments. This helps LEGO ensure newcomers get feedback, and reduces their demand
uncertainty of ideas that have market potential. Once a suggested design crosses a certain threshold in terms of votes, LEGO evaluates it internally and considers it for selection. Thus, we suggest that the organizations listen carefully to the crowd, but not blindly
follow it.
This, though, raises the possibility that a very popular idea can be rejected for lack of
fit with the company’s business model, which could have negative ramifications on the
crowd. For instance, the German grocery chain Spar announced the ‘Spar Bag Design
Contest’ where the crowd was ultimately not satisfied with the jury decision. Ideas that
were loved by the crowd were rejected by the firm, which resulted in negative reactions
spreading throughout the community (Gebauer et al. 2013). Organizations must thus
carefully manage the crowd and its expectations.
Organizations need to look for ways to provide feedback that helps to manage expectations and guide the crowd in the right direction. One case in point is MathWorks,
which sometimes organizes in independent steps where intermediate solutions are
shared for others to build upon. It has also become common to use comments to let
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crowd members interact. This can reduce the problem of the organization providing
feedback (Dahlander and Piezunka 2014; Piezunka and Dahlander 2019), but can also
increase friction among crowd members. We summarize the four organizational design
challenges in Table 1.

Discussion
While using crowds has its benefits, a common lament of our observations above is that
using crowds can also cause internal organizational design problems. An added challenge is that the typical problems of organizing such as aggregating efforts, assigning
tasks to people and coordinate their actions (see e.g., Puranam 2018) are more difficult
where the crowd members are not working in the same organization, they self-select
into tasks they enjoy working on and there is little central authority that can dictate what
crowd members need to work on. These challenges are often overlooked by managers,
which results in wasted resources, disappointment, potential friction within the crowd,
and overall, lost opportunity. We have taught and consulted with companies on crowdsourcing for several years. Many managers leave the classroom excited and wanting to
use it more often to find new ideas, but then they struggle with implementation. A major
reason for this is that engaging a crowd can lead to internal employees’ jobs being put
at risk. As an organizational designer, you thus have to think about what tasks to give
to the crowd. One can outsource boring, mundane, and nice-to-have tasks rather than
the ones with the utmost strategic priority. This allows the organization to leverage the
development of tasks that internal employees may not be interested in. Another solution
we have observed is to use internal and external crowds sequentially—the organization
first asks internally through crowdsourcing if there are any employees willing to contribute, and if unsuccessful, then opens it up to the external crowd.
Crowdsourcing has expanded from the aggregation of independent work. Puranam
(2018) points out that crowds—typically defined as an organized herd of actors—are, in
Table 1 Summary of organizational design challenges of crowdsourcing
Name of challenge

Organizational design challenges Managerial implications

1. Managing crowds involves multiple steps

There are multiple steps of crowdsourcing—ranging from defining
tasks, broadcasting them to a
suitable pool, attracting solutions
by catering to the right incentives and selecting between the
options that emerge. There are
interdependencies between steps
making it difficult to coordinate

Design processes that consider
interdependencies between the
critical steps

2. Building a crowd

Few organizations manage to build
a crowd—there is a huge success
bias in the literature

Engage with the crowd by giving
attention
Be active in the early stage

3. Distant search, narrow attention

Expanding the number of possible
options increase the selection
burden at the expense of missing
out on novel ideas

Limit the options
Create multiple decision points

4. Crowd involvement increases
accountability

Decisions cannot be done in
isolation—the crowd become
a decision partner which raises
accountability issues

Ask the crowd for input in decisionmaking
Provide sufficient feedback
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an organizational context, anything but unorganized. In fact, crowdsourcing has mimicked some of the organizational principles of communities where ideas are shared,
discussed, and improved. The role of the organization is thus to cultivate these crowds.
This, however, often implies that the organization that turns to the crowd must devote
resources, time, and attention to managing it. In talking to many different companies, we
have found that managers often do not fully appreciate these challenges. They have read
some success stories and believe it is easier to manage crowds than it actually is. They
take a “wait and see” approach to explore whether the crowd bears fruit, and then decide
to engage (Dahlander and Piezunka 2014). In reality, however, it is in the early stage of
the formation of the crowd that the organization is most needed to provide input, feedback, and encourage creativity.
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